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by

Steven C. Moritsugu

Director, IRIS Customer Support

We have found a problem in STYLUS discsub 151 that can cause
operating system problems or crashes if that discsub is made

memory resident. Until this problem is resolved, please make

sure that discsub 15] is not in your memory resident list at

1000 in CONFIG.

If you are still supporting any IRIS 7.2 or earlier IRIS
systems, you could have problems if you try to install a new

310 mighty mux on that system. The new components seem to be

too fast for the old software in 7.2 or earlier systems. You

could also have the same problem if you send in your old

POINT 4 mux for repair and new components are used to fix

your board. If you are using IRIS 7.2 or earlier IRIS and

you need to return a POINT 4 mux for repair, please contact

our hardware tech support group and discuss this problem with

them before you take any action.

One limitation of our current MARK 2 disc software is that it

will not handle drives that have more than one bad sector in

any track. While it is extremely rare to ever have two

sectors in the same track go bad, it is a problem that we

have encountered ina few cases.

In order to provide a solution to this problem, we will be

releasing a new version Of MARK 2 DISCUTILITY and new MARK 2

disc drivers under IRIS. This DISCUTILITY and new drivers

are totally compatible with the existing MARK 2 DISCUTILITY

and IRIS disc drivers. Thus, you will be able to mix old

and new software freely (e.g., old DISCUTILITY and new

drivers or new DISCUTILITY and old drivers are fine). If you

ever encounter that rare case when you have a MARK 2 disc

drive with two bad sectors in the same track, you will be

able to handle this problem routinely just by upgrading that

particular system to the new DISCUTILITY and new disc

drivers.
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